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ABSTRACT
Recent work using High-Level Synthesis (HLS) for AI accelerator design has largely been based on innovations at the frontend level. These flows often communicate design intent to vendor HLS tools by generating C++, which can obfuscate high-level information vital for effective HLS. Using open-source compiler infrastructure, we have implemented an HLS compiler that explicitly models domain-specific concepts at every level of abstraction from PyTorch to RTL. We show the utility of this approach by demonstrating dynamically and statically scheduled HLS flows that effectively leverage domain-specific IRs at the appropriate levels of abstraction.

1 INTRODUCTION
We believe one of the core challenges to High-Level Synthesis (HLS) is its use of languages such as C++ that suffer from the von Neumann bottleneck [1]. Hardware is massively concurrent, but the von Neumann programming model makes reasoning about the flow of data between memory and computation difficult. An HLS compiler for this programming model faces challenges when analyzing memory accesses and control flow. These pitfalls can be avoided by building HLS around languages that capture computations in a higher level of abstraction than word-at-a-time programming.

Consider the programming models of popular machine learning (ML) frameworks, taking PyTorch [11] as an example. These capture dataflow and computation in a truly high-level way: a matrix multiply is a single function call in the source and a single construct in the IR. Compare this to C++, where a matrix multiply might be represented by nested loops, memory accesses, and computation. Representing domain-specific concepts like matrix multiply explicitly can convey high-level intent directly to an HLS compiler.

Recent work in high-level programming models for accelerator design often focuses on frontend transformations, but eventually generates C++ to communicate hardware design intent to proprietary HLS tools [2, 9, 14, 16]. We believe that much can be gained by rejecting C++ as a de facto IR for HLS in favor of domain-specific IRs at all stages of compilation. By constructing our HLS compiler with MLIR [8] and CIRCT [5], we can:

• Capture high-level source information that is vital to achieving good HLS results.
• Support optimizations at all levels of abstraction from the ML model to the hardware description.
• Decouple HLS from word-at-a-time programming with compiler infrastructure that models domain concepts explicitly.

We see MLIR as a perfect fit for HLS tooling since it allows compilers to construct, analyze, and transform domain-specific IRs within a state-of-the-art compiler infrastructure. Now, we can connect ML frameworks like PyTorch to CIRCT via MLIR and focus on HLS innovations without reinventing the compiler frontend and backend. At each compiler stage, domain concepts are modeled explicitly using open-source representations, unlocking the potential to optimize, simulate, verify, and extend at each step.

We have developed a compiler stack that explores these ideas. Specifically, we demonstrate:

• An MLIR-based frontend for PyTorch and the high-level information it captures.
• A dynamically scheduled backend flow that uses latency-insensitive components with distributed control.
• A statically scheduled backend flow that computes an FSM with latency-insensitive control.
• A statically scheduled backend flow that computes an FSM with pipelined control.
• Example System Verilog generated by the flows.

Having both statically and dynamically scheduled paths allows us to generate high-performance circuits whether memory access patterns are affine or not. This work focuses on lowering PyTorch through well-known abstractions, which we see as a pragmatic first step with the intent to pave a path for other frontends and novel IRs.

To our knowledge, this is the first fully open-source compiler that is able to compile ML programs into hardware description language using MLIR end-to-end, including the hardware description levels.

Figure 1: With MLIR and CIRCT, we convert PyTorch programs to RTL through either a dynamically scheduled (DHLS) or statically scheduled (SHLS) flow.
2 PYTORCH FRONTEND

For example, we will take a program written in Python using PyTorch (see Figure 2, Listing i). The torch-mlir [13] compiler infrastructure can convert this into MLIR’s Linalg dialect. With upstream MLIR tooling, we convert Linalg to dialects at the different levels of abstraction accepted by the backend flows, as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, Listings ii and iii. We focus on lowering, but Linalg also supports transformations like tiling, fusion, and sparsification.

3 DYNAMIC FLOW

In the dynamically scheduled flow, we convert the program to a CDFG, using MLIR’s Standard dialect. This is then converted to a dataflow program in the style of Dynamic [7]. Dataflow is expressed through the Handshake dialect (see Figure 2, Listing v), which models compositional elastic circuits with dynamic control [3, 6]. Our stack has been shown to generate substantially smaller circuits than Dynamatic, by taking advantage of optimizations in CIRCT at both the dataflow and hardware level [12].

4 STATIC, LATENCY-INSENSITIVE FLOW

In the static, latency-insensitive flow, we convert the program to the SCF (Structured Control Flow) dialect in MLIR in order to represent looping and conditional constructs at a higher level of abstraction than in Section 3. From there, we construct Calyx IR [10], which captures these abstractions in an explicit schedule. On the backend, we use the native Calyx compiler to synthesize an FSM and datapath, using latency-insensitive connections like the dynamic flow.

5 STATIC, PIPELINED FLOW

To leverage more high-level information in the static flow, we convert the program to the Affine dialect in MLIR. The polyhedral model enables us to enforce structured iterations, capture detailed memory access dependences using MLIR, and compute an optimal schedule using CIRCT’s scheduling infrastructure. This is captured in the StaticLogic dialect as a pipelined while loop IR (see Figure 2, Listing iv), and can be lowered to Calyx IR as in Section 4. Unlike the static, latency-insensitive flow, we synthesize a fully static schedule, which allows the Calyx compiler to optimize the FSM and avoid generating latency-insensitivity circuitry.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We now have three complementary, narrow paths leading from ML programs to hardware descriptions and can start to widen each path with more support.

For the dynamic path, we expect to generate higher performance circuits through new buffering techniques, canonicalizations, and memory analyses. On the static paths, we plan to support optimizations such as in ScaleHLS [16], AutoSA [15], and others. We hope to incorporate target specific information and apply design space exploration to each path. Besides improving each path, we intend to combine both static and dynamic scheduling, allowing each to handle parts of the program that are best suited for, similar to DASS [4]. We also plan to continue integrating Calyx with CIRCT to take advantage of CIRCT’s backend optimizations and code generation.

By building these tools as open-source software, we hope to create a center of mass where new HLS innovations can be researched within a common framework that exposes domain-specific IRs at every level of the stack.
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